Introducing

Identify your in-market consumers with our
revolutionary intender data solution.
Target and Acquire

In-Market Consumers with
V12 Data’s Proprietary
Intender Data Solution

A Complete Solution to Target and
Acquire Imminent Purchase Intenders
You may already know that mobile is transforming the car buying journey, but are you ready
for the next wave of mobile marketing? With V12 Signals, you can now target and acquire
in-market consumers during the period when they’re making a buying decision. V12 Signals is
a proprietary solution that matches mobile devices to actual on premise shoppers.

V12 SIGNALS DELIVERS OMNICHANNEL
MARKETING AUDIENCES
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V12 Signals provides automotive marketers with daily consumer intenders who have
visited a dealer’s lot within the previous 24 - 48 hours. Each lead includes contact
data and is often enhanced with additional demographic, vehicle, and contact data. The
audiences are also onboarded to our digital platforms to create a digital audience of
purchase intenders.

SAMPLE SCENARIOS
DEALER VISIT SIGNAL

SERVICE SIGNAL

INSURANCE SIGNAL

Conquest: A person visiting a
competing dealership in your
area

A person visiting a dealership
for service in your area

A person visiting a
dealership indicates a
possible auto insurance
change

Results: Over 3 million people
annually tracked visiting a
competitor brand dealership.
Loyalty: A person visiting a
common brand dealership in
your area
Results: Over 1 million people
annually tracked visiting a
common brand dealership.

MARKETING
EXECUTION
SERVICES

Results: Over 1.5 million people
annually visiting a dealership
for service. This indicates an
opportunity to create service
segments by dealership brand.

Results: Over 4 million people
annually visiting a dealership
in search of a new car.

MARKETING FOLLOWUP
AND PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT SERVICES
V12 Data delivers end-to-end marketing
execution services to save you time and
resources. Our marketing experts can
deploy your omnichannel campaigns
which include direct mail, email and digital
strategies.

For more information contact us at info@v12data.com or call 800-523-7346.

V12 SIGNALS DELIVERS HIGH SALES CONVERSIONS AND PRECISE INSIGHTS
INTO TIMING
We partnered with industry leading organizations to track, monitor, and validate the value of V12 Signals
leads. The National Study revealed the following results:



Digital Leads to a VDP (Vehicle Detail Page)
convert at 1.9%



A market leading data source estimates
purchase behavior of 4.6% over 120 days



Signals shoppers show a conversion of
19% to purchase a vehicle within 120
days of their first on lot dealer visit

We observed that the

Time frame for consumer purchase after initial dealer visit

consideration and purchase
phase lasts up to 120 days as
displayed in our sales report
analysis, allowing marketers to
reach consumers at the right
time with the right message.
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V12 SIGNALS DELIVERS RICH MARKETING INSIGHTS

MARKETING
INSIGHTS

V12 Signals provides rich analytical and marketing insights. In addition to a daily source
of imminent purchase intenders, our clients use V12 Signals for a broad range of insights
including:
Lead enhancement
Marketing program performance
Trade area performance and insights
Insights into consumer brand preferences and activity
Identification of existing customers who may defect to another brand

AT A GLANCE - CONSUMER SIGNAL SHOPS BY CITY
CALIFORNIA JUNE 2017

COMMITMENT TO CONSUMER PRIVACY
V12 Data takes privacy very seriously and takes strict measures to ensure compliance with all consumer
privacy laws. The data we provide adheres to all consumer permissions and consents.

For more information contact us at info@v12data.com or call 800-523-7346.

ABOUT V12 DATA
As an omnichannel data powerhouse, V12 Data combines our rich data assets with robust technology to provide
brands with a seamless and connected customer view. Our solutions bridge the right data across channels to power
right time omnichannel engagement when, where, why and how a brand’s customers and prospects prefer.

www.v12data.com // (800) 523-7346 // info@v12data.com

